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Editor's Note 
Let me start with a happy annotmcement wh.icb crowns many hopes 
and expectations: a SLIN website, cleverly prepared by Richard Dury 
and Marina Dossena with the precious belp of Maurizio Gotti 
(Bergamo University) is working now with the heading SLIN: Storia 
della Lingua INglese, English Historica/ Linguistics in lta/y. Our Group, 
Our Conferences, Our Links. The site address is: 
http://www.unibg.it/anglistica!slinlhome2.htm. Plcase visit it and 
contribute ideas! 

t. SLIN and HELConferences an d Seminars 

§ W e are ali eagerly waiting for the 9tb SLIN National Conferenee to 
take piace at Suor Orsola Beniocasa Institute, Naples, on May 13-
15, tbìs year, dealing with English Historical Pragmatics. On Thursday 
.13, at l 0.30, the Conference will be opened by a tribute to Thomas 
Frank, followed by Andreas Jucker's lecture headed "English Historical 
PYagmatics: Problems of Data and Methodology". Axel Hubler and 
Laura Wright, the other two guest-speakers, will lecture on Friday 
moming and aftcmoon respectively: the titles are "From Body Language 
to Embodied Language: Changes in the Expressiveness of Conversation 
during the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries " and " On the 
Construction of some Early Modern English Courtroom Texts". Four 
sessions including Saturday moming will be devotcd to listening to and 
discussing some twenty papers given by ltalian colleagues. A numbcr of 
posters, additionally, will be bricfly illustrated by the authors and 
shown in the lnstitute's premises. Late on Saturday morning 15, the 
usual business workshop will conclude the Conference. A trip is being 
organized for Saturday aftemoon and advice for spending the following 
Sunday out will be provided as well. It must be remembered tbat the 
month ofMay is the "Monument period" in Naples, offering free visits 



oftbe most renowncd buildings, whicb, on tbc otbcr band, requires carly 
booking of hotel accommodation. Here are the ones suggested by the 
local organizers: Hotel Britannique. Corso Vittorio Emanuele 133 ( f. 
150,000 per night: tel. 081. 761 4145; fax 660457); Hotel Mercure 
Angioino, Via Depretis 123 (f. 160,000: tel. 081.552 9500; fax 552 
9509); Hotel Pensione Ruggiero, Via Martucci 72 (f. 115,000: tcl. 081 . 
761 2460/4717; fax 66 036213536); Hotel Pinto Storey, Via Martueci 72 
(.E 130,000: tel. 081. 68 1260n536/0384/4314; fax 667536); Hotel 
Ausonia, Via Caraeciolo Il (.E115,000: tcl. 081. 664536; fax 682278); 
Hotel Canada, ViaMergellina43 (.E 150,000: tcl. 081. 68 1594/0952; fax 
6820 18); Hotel College Europeo, Via Mezzocannonc l 09 ( i 80,000: te l. 
081. 551 7254; fax5522262). 

§§ 3rd lnternational Conference on Middle English (Dublin, 1-4 
July 1999) includes plenary lcctures being givcn by Julia BotTey, 
Angelika Lutz, Matti Rissanen, and Jobn Scattergood nnd some fifty 
papers on various topics linked witb tbe generai subj~'Ct "Language and 
text". Participants are required to be registcrcd by 5th Aprìl to enjoy a 
favourable price- .E 140 - which includes luncbes on Fridny and Saturday 
and be accommodated at University College Dubhn 10 four-room flats 
for i26 daily. Applications should be scnt to Third lnternational 
Conference on Mìddle English cio Inccnlive Conferencc Ircland, J 
Pembroke Piace, Ba!lsbridge, Dublin 4, lreland. Tel. +353 t 
661711. Fax +353 16671713. E-mail: english(tilinccntive-conf.ie. 

§§§ 11 lCEHL will be beld at Santiago de Comi>ONteln Univcrsity 
(Northem Spain) on 7-11 September, 2000. Tbc dcadline for receiving 
abstracts (rrom 250 to 400 words) in 6 copies supplcmcnted by a 
bibl iography is 15 October, 1999. Proposals for worksbops are 
welcome. Plenary lectures will be given by Douglas Biber, Laurei 
Brinton, Santiago G. Femandez-Corugedo, Raymond Hickey, Cbris 
McCully, Frans Plank. Irma Taavitsainen, ingrid Tieken-Boon and 
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Antbony Wamer. For further information contact tbe organizmg 
committee cbaired by Teresa Fanego, 11 ICEW.. Dept. Of English, 
Facultade de Filoloxia, Universidade de Saotiago de Compostela, 
E-15704 Santiago de Compostela, SPAIN. Fax +34 981 574646. 
E-mail Il icehl@usc.es. 
WWW http://www.usc.es/ia303/l 1 ìcehl/1 l icehl.htm. 

§§§§ 32nd Annua! .Meeting of Societas Linguistica Europaea is 
bcing held at Ljubijana University on 8-11 .July, 1999, dealing with 
"Linguistics and Language Studies: exploring language from ditTerent 
perspectives". Papers, workshops and round tables can be made the 
object of proposals a long with applications t o be sent by 15 Marcb t o 
SLE Conference, Department of Translation and lnterpreting, 
Faculty of Arts, Askerccva 2, 1000 Ljubjana, Slovenia. Fax +386 62 
221-310. E-mail mojca.golob@ff.uni-lj.si 

§§§§§ Fifth Conference: ESSE-2000 will take piace at Helsinki 
University on August 25-29, 2000. The Conlèrence fee is set at c. 
FM800 (~ECUJ40). Tbe academic programme Committee is chaired by 
Matti Rissanen (e-mail: matti.rissanen@helsinki.fi) wbile tbc LocaJ 
Organizing Comrnittee also includes Terttu Nevalainen and Irma 
Taavitsainen, e-mail ESSES-2000@helsinki.fi. Postal address: 
Departrnent of English, P.O. Box 4 (Yliopistonkatu 3), 00014 
University of Helsinki. 

§§§§§§ As announced in the previous issuc of the NL, XIX AIA 
Confercnce will be bel d at Milan University on Septem ber 21-23, 
1999 under tbc title "Tbc Economy of literature, language and culture in 
English-speaking countries". Further information may be obtained by 
contacting XIX Convegno AIA, Sezione di Anglistica, Università degli 
Studi di Milano, Piazza S.Alessandro, l -20123 Milano. Fax: 02-
86339.351. 
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§§§§§§§ SHEL l (Studies in tbe History of the English Language) 
will take piace on May 28-30, 2000 at UCLA, Los Angeles, US under 
the conjoined effort of Professors Robert Stockwell and Donka 
Minkova with the purpose of emulating in America what is done in 
Europe by ICEHLs. Expressions of interest and working titles can be 
sent to the following e-maìls: 
Minkova@humnelucla.edu 
Stockwel@hunmet.ucla.edu 
ACurzan@u. washington.edu 
One-page abstraets in three copies should be sent to the organizers by 
January 15, 2000, unidentified except by the cover sheet. 

l. An annotated bibliograpby on pbrasal verbs, Part 1 (Rotando 
Bacchiej)j) 

• Here is a major scholarly efTort Professor Bacchielli has produced for 
this Newsletter gathering and classifying a great number of 
bibliograpbical sources in one of bis favourite nearly !ife-long research 
fields. The second Part will appear in the June issue. 

An essential bibliograpbical guide to tbe synchronic and 
diachronic study ofverb-particle combinatioos ("phrasal verbs") in 
English 

The state of the art 

The verb-particle construction in Modem English is an extremely 
complex one to analyse and describe coherently in synchronic terms, but 
its origin and diacbronic dcvelopment is even more problematic, if 
anytbing because the research conducted so far does not cover ali the 
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written production handed down to us and also because, except for 
some indirect evidence, we bave no prosodic support for the texts 
studied. Moreover, the rangc and importance of verb-particle 
combinations in the spoken language of the early stages of development 
is completely beyond our reach. But even today, with the precious help 
of the computer and the vast corpora macle available recently, thc 
linguistic community, characterized by diverging theoretical doctrines 
and methodological approaches, has not been ablc to produce a unificd 
theory of phrasal verbs. On the other hand, since English has become a 
world language, educational needs are more and more compelling. 

Terminologjcal prob!ems 

Even though the litcrature dealing with " pbrasal verbs" is already 
considerably large and varied, we have to admit that ''phrasal verbs" 
bave not yet bcen given a thorougb and exhaustive treatment either in 
descriptive, or in historical terms. The scholars that in the last two 
centuries bave been concemed with them bave used different 
approaches, different criteria of analysis and c!assification, and, 
accordingly, differcnt terminology. The terminolob'Y we havc inheri.t.ed, 
therefore, does not live up to the tasks and needs of a coherent and 
reliable description. A quick, infoJltlalive survey of the terms in use, in 
any case, is indispensable. The main sources for the description of and 
debate about terminology are: Bolinger (1971), Sroka (1 972), Hi ltuncn 
( 1983), McArthur ( 1989). Ihe first term that is worth considcring is 
"phrase", wbich was first used by Willdns (1668) in bis criticism of 
verbal compounds and later adopted by Lowth and Buchanan to refer 
specificaiJy to V + P combinations; "compound verbs" was introduced 
by Maittaire ( 1712); "group verbs" by Sweet ( 1892); "p brasai verbs", 
now the winning term, according to L. P. Smith (1925) was first coined 
and reluctantly adopted by Henry Bradlcy (1904); "compound verbs" 
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by Kruisinga ( 1911 ); "verb-adverb combinations" by Kennedy ( 1920); 
"merged verbs" by Aiken (1933); "verb-adverb locutions" by Roberts 
(1936); "separable compounds" by Curme (1947); "poly-word verbs" 
by Stevick (1950); "separable verbs" by Francis (1954); "post-particle 
verbs" by Marchand (1960), "two-word verbs" by Taha (1960); 
"discontinuous verbs" by Live (1965); "particled verbs" by Scott 
(1968); "adverbially particled and prepositionally particled verbs" by 
Mortimer (1972); "verb-particle constructions'' by frazer (1974). But 
various other terms crop up here and there: "miscellaneous compound 
verbs", "multiword verbs", "three-part verbs", "verb-particle 
sequences", "two- and three-word verbs". After Mitchell 's syntagmatic 
analysis ( 1958) the distinction into the three categories: "phrasal verbs 
proper", "prepositional verbs", and "phrasal-prepositional verbs" has 
become conventional, even though generativists (Dikken 1992), on 
theoretical grounds, have now dropped any such canonica! 
categorization. By and large in current linguistic literature the favourite 
term with publishers and dictionary-makers, especially on this side of 
the Atlantic, is "phrasal verbs", while ''verb-particle constructions l 
combinations i compounds", not completely faultless, prevail i.n 
academic circles. 

As to phrasal derivatives (playback, get-up, spin-off, etc. see below) 
very few terms bave been proposed: "converted verb-adverb 
combinations" (LindelOf 1937), "noun-particle compounds" (Adams 
1973), and, relative to ltalian usage, "termini frasali inglesi" (Bacchielli 
1986). Everything considered the most reasonable solution seems to be 
''verb-particle derivati ves". 

In the matter of terminology wc cannot ignore the terms coined to 
refer t o an age-old problem of word-order ( see below ), that of the 
"dangling preposition" (source not located, probably first used in the 
U.S.A.), "deferred preposition" (Chamley 1949), "preposition at end" 
(Fowler 1923), "preposition stranding" (Maling & Zaenen 1885), 
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"prepositiona1 passive" (Komer 1944), "postposed preposition" (Quirk 
et aL 1972). 

Wilkins, J. (1668), Essay Towards a Heal Character and a 
Philosophical Language, London 

Maittaire, Michael (1712), The English Grommar, London 

Sweet, Henry (1892),A New English Grommar: Logica/ and Historical, 
London 

Bradley, Henry ( 1904), The Making of English, Macmillan 

Kruizinga, E. (I 911 ), A Handhook ofPresenr-Day English, Groningen 

Kennedy, Arthur G. {1920), The Modem English Verb-Adverb 
Combination, California, Stanford University Press 

Smith, Logan P. (1925), Words and !dioms: Studies in the Eng/ish 
Language, London (Reprinted 1943 and 1948) 

Aiken, Janet R (1933), A New Pian of English Grommar, New York 

Roberts, M. H. (1936), "The antiquity of the Germanic Verb-adverb 
Jocution", JEGP 35, 466-81 

Curme, George O. (1947), Principles and Practice of the English 
Grommar, New York 

Stevic, E.W.(1950), "The deferred preposition", American Speech, 25, 
211-14 

Francis, W. N. (1954), The Structure of American English, New York 

Taha, A.K. (1960), "The structure of two-word verbs in English", 
Readings in Applied English Linguistics, 130-6 

Li ve, Anna H. ( 1965), "The dìscontinuous verb in Englìsh", WOIW 21: 
428-451 
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Scott, F.S. et aL (1968), English Grammar. A Linguistic Study of its 
Classes and Stroctures, London, Heincmann 

Mortimer, Colin (1972), Phrasal Verbs in Conversation, Longman 

Fraze, Bruce ( 1974), The Verb-Particle Construction in English, Ne w 
Y ork, Academic Press 

An ootline of synchronjc descrjptjoo: 

Verb-particle constructions are the rnost resourceful and advanced form 
of development of the English laoguage and of the whole LE. family of 
languages, from whatever angle one tries to con si der them: typologically, 
syntactically, semantically, or lcxical1y. Thcir striking success can be 
explained with the variety and tlexibility of their structure and 
functions, with the expansion of forms (new verbs and particles and 
new combinations) and their sense development (conversion, polysemy, 
synonymity). Nonetheless they bave never been given a thorough and 
exhaustive treatment based on the broadest possible materia! and on a 
unified theory of description. The reasons for the delay in their 
description can be attributed tirst and foremost to the Latin-based mode! 
of Janguage that the grammarians of the past had unfinchingly adopted: 
they were unable to go beyond word boundarics and see that there could 
be groups of words so closely associated that you could not anatomize 
them into single items; moreover unravelling the "orthographic word" 
into its b'f811J1Ilatical, functional, semantic and lexicallayers was beyond 
their reach. Another obstacle was their confused notion of "particles" 
which they did not consider worthy of systematic treatment. The 
development of linguistic sciences in modem times has allowed the 
passage from the parts-of-speech approach to new linguistically based 
analyses and more recently to corpus- and collocation-based 
approaches. We cannot fai! to say however, in passing, that didactic 
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description in thc meantime, with its approximations, has hardly been 
conducted in full agrccment with linguistic description. 

The idea of taking phrasal verbs as single units developcd littlc by 
little starting from the 16th century. Bullokar (1586), for instance, was 
the first to distinguish adverbs from prepositions. Hc also pointcd out 
that some prepositions rnay also be used advcrbially (an overlap of 
functions) and that in the compounding of prcpositions with verbs, 
whether they precede or follow thern, semantic changes can occur. 
Miège (1688) in comparing English and Latin verb compounds pointed 
out that wbile in Latin prepositions (~ prefixes) precede the verb, in 
English they follow it Bot it was Mainaire (1712) who first developed 
the idea of verb and particle forming a group that could not be 
dissociated. In his comparisons with Latin, Grcek and Hebrew he 
idcntificd featurcs that are distinctively English. He was concemed with 
the positional variation of particles, with oppositions of prefixed and 
postparticled vcrbs, with thc conversion of pa.rticles into verbs and, 
surprisingly enough for his age, with phrasal derivati ves. Thanks to the 
observations made by tbc grammarians abovc, " the phrasal verb 
gradually finds its way into English grammar" (Hiltunen 1983, p. 384 ). 

With Sweet (1900) hornogeneous distributional critcria were 
estab1ished which allowed to draw a clear dividing line bctwcen "vcrb
adverb" and "verb-preposition" combinations. Not only did he focus his 
attention on the degree of cohesion betwecn verb and particlc to idcntity 
the two categories above, but also made resort to the criterion of stress 
to further distinguish them. 

With Kennedy (1920) we finally gel to a generai but pinpointed 
overview of aJl the problerns connected with the linguistic analysis, botb 
descriptive and bistorical, of phrasal verbs. Even though he failed in 
giving indications as to whether and when a verb-particle combination is 
a compound, be laid tbe foundations of contemporary studies of 
phrasal verbs. 
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Smith (1925) is so decidedly concemcd with the semanlic unity of V 
and P that he considers irrelevant whether the particle is an adverb or a 
preposition. He also takes notice ofthe fact that lhcre are phrasal verbs 
with two panici es. His line is further pursued by J owett ( 1951 ), but 
neither of them succeeds in reconciling semantic unity with syntactic 
function. 

Roberts ( 1936), notwithstanding his historical perspective, with his 
identification ofthe various positions ofverb, particle and object, gavc a 
notable contribution to lhe synchronic description of verb-particle 
constructions. 

Anthony ( 1954) has the mcrit of basing his inquiry on a corpus of 
material, thus paving the way for corpus-based analyses, while 
Anastasijevi_ (1954) with bis study of adverbial exlensions debates the 
problems of lexical function, transitivity/intransitivity and, for lhe firsl 
lime, register. Mechner (1956) on lhe contrary concentrates on pattems 
of verb-particle collocations taking into considcration 8 verbs and 27 
particles. 

Milchell ( 1958) adopts formai syntactic criteri a and leaves out 
semantic consideralions. He makcs a definitive categorization into 
"phrasal verbs (proper)", "prepositional verbs" and "phrasal
prepositional verbs" ·now gencrally adoplcd. As a consequencc thc term 
"phrasal verbs", first proposed by Bradley to rcfer to ali kinds of V + P 
combinations and later adoptcd by Sm ith t o refer only to lhose 
combinations that constitute semantic units, remains ambiguous, 
because in current practice it is used as a generai term for V + P 
combinations, while in specific literature it can be refcrred either to alt 
idiomatic combinations, or only to verb-adverb idiomatic combinations. 
So the terminological problem is left unsolved. 

Dietrich (1960) establishes the criteria for the identification of 
adverbial and prepositional functions with pa.nicles lhat can perform 
either function. 

IO 

Almost contemporary to the analysis above is lhe study of "the 
dangling preposition" which has been the objecl of a heated debale from 
the times of Dryden. Fowler ( 1923), a staunch prescriptivist, is a great 
surprise with bis defense oflhis commonly frowned-upon construction: 
there are sound historical reasons for doing this, because it is a time
honoured construct that datcs back to Anglo-Saxon times. Volbeda 
( 1926) is valuable for the rich materia! he provides. Chamley (1949) and 
Slevick ( 1950) enlarge on the problem. Pence ( 1949) decidedly supports 
Fowler's viewpoint, whilcQui rk et al. (1972) give us certainly the most 
synthetic and effective treatment. 

Fora genera! description of lhe pattems that phrasal verbs li t into, 
we now bave Palmer ( 1965)'s study which is commendable, because, 
besides t.aldng into considcralion Milchell's syntagmatic relations, also 
deals with idiomaticity (noi a fixod parameler, bui a cline) and 
phonetical features. He enlarges Mitchell 's categorization into four 
classes: phrasal verbs without objecl, phrasal verbs with object, 
prepositional verbs, and phrasal-prepositional verbs and points out lhe 
possibility offorming a fifth category for idioms like: lake care of, make 
fun of, a category that so far has attracled very littlc attention (Aarts 
1982 and Bacchielli 1986, n. 43). Palmer a.lso deals with prepositional 
parti cles lhat become adverbial by elision of their object (He turned over 
[the page], He hung about (the piace]), but he forgcts completely about 
decidedly idiomatic forms like: lieto, pus h to, come to (The ship lay to 
[the moorings], She pushed the door to [lhe jamb)). This topic is further 
enlarged upon in Bacchielli 1986, p.35. By and large, Palmer has the 
meri t of pointing out the wcaknesses of the multiple criteri a deviscd by 
contemporary linguistics to arrive at a close-cut dislinction between 
idiomatic (phrasal verbs proper) and non-idiomalic forms 
( combinations ). 

Bolinger (197I)'s unconventional approach is chiefly semantic. He 
deals with the prosody of phrasal verbs, the dual function of the 
particle, its aspectual force, but intcntionally omits a syslematic 
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analysis of verb-preposition combinations. His inquiry is stimulating 
and provocative, particularly because he draws attention to various 
problems ignored by contemporary linguistics and to marginai usages 
never observed before. 

Sroka ( 1972), originally a doctoral dissertation, is an important 
source of information and speculative insights. He touches upon 
terminological problems and rnakes a survey of ali the works dealing 
with verb-particlc combinatioos down lo 1972. His description suffers 
from too much prcoccupation with theoretical issues. 

Quirk et al. ( 1972)'s authoritative study based oo both semantic and 
syntactic criteria and Cowie & Mackin ( 1975)'s detailed and systematic 
catcgorization are certainly the most exhaustive and useful trcatments. 
Both try to consider the elusive parameter of idiomaticity, but they 
Ieave the problem unsolved altogether. 

In the faoe of the irk.some problcrns of the phrasal system lcft 
unsolvod by both dcscriptivists and diachronists, the present author, 
given the eclectic approach pursued (I 986, chapt. VII, 49-56 and 1992, 
p.I04ff.), in the conviction that one wuy or another something must be 
done to make phrasal verbs more accessible to the wide learning 
cornmunity, has enlurged upon the four basic values and functions of the 
particle: extensivc, integrative, substitutive, and generative, a kind of 
analysis that can help disentangle the complex bundle of patterns that 
phrasal verbs fit into. 

The OED second edition, also on CD-ROM now, supplies an 
enourmous bulk of materia! historically arranged and treated, but with 
lots of gaps and recordings that in various cases should be considerably 
antedated. On the whole, as to classification, this precious lex.icogyaphic 
monument does not take into account the results of contemporary 
linguistic research on phrasal verbs. 

A breakthrough can now be ex:pected from the advent of the 
computer which has recently revolutionized Jcxicography. Ronald 
Mackin in 1950 laid the foundations of corpus-based linguistic research 
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(cp. the computerized Oxford Corpus of the English Language) and 
cooperated with Cowie (1975, vol.I) in the compilation of the first 
corpus-based dictionary of phrasal verbs in which also collocates are 
given, i.e. words which typically and normally combine with phrasal 
verbs. This has led to the most advanced stage of lexicographic 
description, that of colloeational linguistics by which every dictionary 
entry is described in its grarnmatic, semantic and situational collocation 
verified on an extremely large linguistic database of material. 
Nonetheless there are problems that the computer does not help to 
solve: thc computer, in fact, cannot recognize idiomaticity, which can 
onJy be idcntified and cvaluated by the hu.man rnind. W e know only too 
well that idiomaticity is basic in discri.minating rea! phrasal verbs from 
their corresponding free combinations and that unfortunately 
idiomaticity is not a fixed-value parametcr but a cline, so that the 
categorizations of certain forms and the boundaries between categories 
eannot be drawn in a clear-cut way. 

In this panorama of descriptive endeavour Dikken (1992) 's advanced 
and most innovative inquiry is an offputting contrary voioe especially to 
educationallinguists: its theoretical frame requires unshakeable faith in 
generativism. 

In thc last twenty years or so, after the widespread realization of the 
ìmportanoe of describing phrasal verbs for edueational purposes, every 
great publishing house has made a point of issueing their own dictionary 
of phrasal verbs. The 17 dictionaries listed below differ from cach other 
in many respects. By and large we can sny that thcy have not always 
adopted the samc lexicographic policy and that their practical 
descriptions and categorizations are not always strictly in line with the 
theoretical principles declared at the beginning. But since theory and 
practice are difficult to reconcile, therc are cases wben editors bave 
intentiona.lly avoided statemenis of principle. The most conspìcuous 
discrepancy between these dictionaries is in the selection of verbs (some 
do not trcat b<> and have- particle combinations at ali). The particles 
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selected vary in number from 16 t o 31 (some include "home" and "as", 
too; others even "open" and "shut" presuming they behave like adverbs, 
but, on the other band, do not consider "fast", "stili", "far", etc. and 
only few of the prefixed adverbs of the type "away", "abroad" are 
entered), but the theoretical bases for their selection are not given. Some 
dictionaries dea! only with idiomatic phrasal verbs and forget 
completely about their corresponding free combinations. Often, in fact, 
literal meanings are not given, evidently the compilers did not realize 
that literal meanings, that in any case must not be given for granted wi.th 
foreign students, are essential to understand the transferred and 
metaphorical senses that originate from them. To get an idea of bow 
these dictionaries can vary from one another, one should compare the 
different treatments of the meanings and patterns of "look over". The 
most extensive, detailed and systematic description of phrasal verbs can 
be found in Cowie (1974) and Pye (1997). Other shortcomings that can 
be no t ed are: l) the absence in the definitions of the Romance prefixed 
or single-word synonyms with which phrasal verbs are historically, 
culturally and psychologically associated (e.g. to/erate for put up with); 
2) a generai disregard for phrasal derivatives. This is a serious fault not 
only because they are a further expansion of the base verb-particle 
forms, but because they are more and more numerous in contemporary 
English and are often more difficult to explain than their parent base 

forrns. 
T o conclude to this point, we have t o acknowledge, on the other 

band, the fact that educational work has stimulated research. 

Bullokar, Williarn (1586), Bref Grammar for English, ed. by J.R. 
Turner, The Works ofWi/liam Bullokar, vol. !I, Leed5 

Walker, Williarn (1655), A Treatise of Engli.sh Partic/es, London 
(Reprinted Menston, The Scholar Press, 1970) 

Miège, Guy (1688), The English Grammar, London 
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Branda!, V. ( 1950), 1héorie d es Prépositions, Copenhagen 

Sroka, Kazimierz (1962), "Critique ofthe traditional syntactic approach 
to adverb i preposition words in Modero English", Bul/etin de la société 
polonaise de linguistique, 21 
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3. Jack Aitken (1921-1998): a tribute 

• Professar Aitken's sudden death is certainly a loss not merely for ali 
Scots scholars but for the scientific community at large. In fact, his 
vindication of the languaj,>e status of the Scottish varicty had nothing 
arrogantly nationalistic about it and his passionale argument in favour of 
it never surpassed a leve! of balanced, objcctive assessment. The 
following affectionate portrayal by Marina Dossena would be shared, I 
trust, by many like me who met him in person - a kind, attenti ve white
haired and -bearded elderly gentleman. 

(N.P.) 

A year ago the scientific community of Scottish scholarship was 
saddened by the news of Adam Jack Aitken' s death. As previously and 
quite recently in the case of David Murison and Ossi lhalainen, 
historical dialectologists found themselvcs forced to continue without 
yet another major examplc to follow both from the scientific and the 
human poi n t of view. 

!t had been a very special pleasure and an honour for me to meet 
Professor Aitken at the 1997 Aberdeen Conference on Languages of 
Scotland and Ulster. ali his comments were appreciative and helpful, as 
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he truly believed in encouraging young researchers through guidance and 
a positive attitude. 

While phonology was the area of interest which had possibly given 
him the widest popularity, since he outlined the "Scottish Vowel Length 
Rule", or " Aitken's La w", as other scholars would afterwards caU i t, 
lexicology had been one of his major research interests; as a matter of 
fact, Jack Aitken succeeded William Craigie as the editor of DOST (the 
Dictionary of the Older Scottish Tongue): Craigie him.self had been one 
of James Murray's co-editors in the early days of the OED, so this 
connected Prof. Aitken to what is possibly the greatest lexicographical 
enterprises in recent times. In addition to this, his ' lntroduction' to CSD 
(the Concise Scots Dictionary, a useful synthesis of DOST and the 
Scottish National Dictionary) is a short but thorough outline of the 
history of Scots and of its relationship with the history ofEnglish. 

As regards the convergence and the divergence of Scots and English in 
Scottish Standard English, Jack Aitken also made the useful distinction 
between 'overt' and 'covert' Scotticisms; although the !abel of 
'Scotticism' itself had been in disparaging use in grammars since the 
eighteenth century, Jack Aitken used it for the ordinary lin&>uistic 
identification of Iexical and morpho-syntactic features in Scottish 
Standard English. 

l heard from some Edinburgh friends and colleagues that Prof Aitken 
passed away in what many people would describe as an enviable way: 
quietly, virtually painlessly, at bis writing desk - almost signaUing to us 
that his legacy is in his research. What follows is a very incomplete list 
of his most significant publications that might be most easily accessible 
to ltalian readers. 

(Marina Dossena) 

Aitken, A. J. (1964), 'Completing the Record of Scots' , Folk/ore, 75, 
pp. 34-36. 
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Grant, W. and D. D. Murison, eds., ( 1931-76), The Scouish Natìonal 
Dictìonary, Ed.inburgh, Scottish National Dictionary 

Association. 

McArthur, T., ed. (1992), The Oxford Companion lo the English 
Language, Oxford, Oxford University Press. 

Robinson, M. ed. ( 1985/1996), The Concise Scots Dictionary, 
Edinburgh, Cbambers. 

Trudgill, P., ed. ( 1984), Language in the British Jsles, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press. 

4. An intervicw witb Norman Blake apropos bis own editing of 
Vol. 2 ofCBEL 

• What follows is an ampie discussion of aims and procedures, trends 
and tools of any systemalic, 1ruly historical treatment of the English 
lllllb'Wige as lie at the basis of the ongoing six-volurne publication of tbe 
Cambridge History ofthe English Language by one authoritative editor, 
Professar Blake, in a recent interview. For pennission of reprinting il 
bere l am specially indebled. 

Professor Nonnan Blake, co-editor of the Cambridge History of the 
English Language, of which he is also the ed.itor of lhe second volume 
(1066-1476), is bere inlerviewcd by Maria Pilar Navarro Errasti 
(Universidad de Zaragoza). The lext consists of extracts from the full 
interview publisbed in Miscelanea (Universidid de Zaragoza) Vol. 15 
{1994), republished here by kind pennission of the Editor. The full 
version can be obtained from the Misce/anea website (see the below). 

- The main queslions wi/1 be about the publicallon of the Cambridge 
History ofthe English Language, as you are more popu/ar now because 
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ofthat big volume. 7'hus the fìrst question wì/1 be, why did you think of 

writing a book /ike this ? 
BLAKE: Well, I think the first answer to 1ha1 is that there is no 
comprehensive )listory ofthe English language. Most ofthe books about 
the history of the English language are actually student text-books, ' 
which are one-volume and wbich cover quile a lot of ground. Many of 
them actually spend, perhaps, most of their time on the Old and Middlc 
English period and not enough on the more modem periods, particularly 
on the development of English abroad; so that to bave a comprehensive 
history of the English language would bring a lot of the writings that 
other people bave done together in a complete set of volumes so that 
people would be able to bave access to an authoritative and al so fairly 
complete history of l h e language. The second thing, perhaps, is lhat the 
history of the language is a subjecl lhat needs to be improved from the 
attitudc of teachers of English, both in universities and in schools, and 
producing a large edition with six volumes in itself tends lo alter 
people's attiludes. They tend to think 1hat lhe history of the language 
must be important because there is such a heavy set of volumes which 
show ho w important the history of thc language i s. 
- Was this publication a/so meant to fil/ a gap in the bibliography on the 
history ofthe English language? 
BLAKE: Yes. There are a lot of people working on particular aspects of 
the !anb'Wige; but if you wanted to k.now something, say, about piace 
names in the 17th century in England you might find i t difficull to know 
precisely where to go to. By having the consolidated history of the 
English language in six volumes, it should, in the future, give you tbc 
fust piace to go, so that you can read the cbapter, or the part of the 
chapter about what you may be interested in. And then, there is, of 
course, an extensive bibliography in each of the volumes. In lhe 
bibliography of Middle English that I worked on, I think thc 
bibliography runs to 70 pages; that gives a lot of information. Naturally 
the volumes will become out of date and there are no plans as yet to 
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produce a second edition because tbe first edition is not even complete. 
But the possibility always exists that even if we did not produce a 
second edìtion that was completely revised, we might produce a second 
edition which h ad a new bibliography. 

How did the editoria/ team decide to divide up the whole subject malfer 
into the different volumes? 
BLAKE: The main debate that we had really, was whether wc would do 
a history ofthe English language where tbc language was divided up into 
periods or whether the languagc was divided up into topics, so therc 
might be a history of English syntax, a history of English phonology, 
and so on. But thcse books would be quite independent and therefore 
you would not get the sense of a continuous, chrooological development 
and a lot ofthe information that you might bave about the Anglo-Saxon 
peri od would have t o be repeated in each peri od because, if you want t o 
take aspects like sociolinguistics and other modem attitudcs towards 
language into account, you bave to provide a certain amount of 
historical, cultura! background, and that might bave to be repeated in 
every volume if we had decided t o do it by topic rather than by peri od. 
- From the polru of view of teaching. Do you think il is better to teach 
the history of the English language taking into accotmt the different 
periods, 0/d English, Mtddle English, etc., or rather the different fie/d!~ 
morphology. syntax, plumology, etc.? 
BLAKE: Well, l think that depends upon how English is taught within 
the University in question. Jf you were doing a course which was 
mainly linguistic and you had courses in syntax, phonology or whatevcr, 
you migbt want to teach the history of the English syntax, the history 
of thc English phonology, in part because you were teaching the 
theoretical aspects of syntax or phonology. But, if, as is generally truc 
in England, peoplc study tbe literature in a historical way, so they study 
Old English literature, they study Middle English Iìterature, they study 
Shakcspeare and carly Modero English literature, and so on, then it 
makes more sense in a way to tic thc history of English to the peri od 
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beeause people can then use the literature thcy are reading as a suppon 
for the history of language and the history of language as a support for 
tbc literature, and it makcs perhaps more scnse to them to look at it in 
that way. 

--(Joing back t o the H istory of the English Language, in which way can 
it be considered innova t i ve? 
BLAKE: l think it will be innovative in the way that a lot of histories of 
the language bave tended to be rather technical in the sense that they 
bave shown that Ibis sound has changed to this sound and this sound 
bas changed to that sound, or this syntactic feature has been replaced by 
that syntactic feature. Now, because we have a much bigger book, or 
series, it is possible for us to try to put these changcs within a 
historical and sociocultural context so that pcople will not just think of, 
for example, the Great Vowel Shi ft and certain vowels being changed 
into some othcr vowels. The whole question of why and bow it 
happened and various stages at which it happened, there is more timc in 
which tbis can be developed and so we hope it will sort of make peoplc 
more attuned to studying language as a cultura! and historical 
pbenomenon and not just a serics of linguistic changes, as it were, in 
isolation. It is not innovative in the sense that other people have not 
looked at tbis, because clearly th is has been looked at by individuai 
scholars and things bave been written about this or that, but it has not 
been put in a whole framework and I thi nk it will alter thc overall 
teaching ofthc English languagc or the history of thc English language in 
thc universities because i t will tend to makc people sort of .... pay more 
attention to this. Perhaps in some ways i t may bave gone too far in that 
way ifyou think of a History of the English Language like Baugh's that 
tends to be much more about attitudcs to English rather than about 
sociology of Englisb. It may be for exarnple that we have tcnded to 
oeglect too much attitudes towards English and the attitudcs of people 
who are writing about thc language as distinct from people wbo are 
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using the language, and it may be that we bave not quite attained that 
balance qui te eorrectly, but that remains t o be seen. 
- !t is a factthat we have emphasized the study of lhe Old English and 
the Mìddle English language as the language in those periods is more 
diffìcull. But, what aboul early Modern English and late Modern 
Englìsh? The teaching qfthose periods has been more neglected Do yo11 
think we should emphasize the teaching ofthose periods a.v well? 
BLAKE: Yes. I think the problem is that people who are interested in 
English are often medievalist and they bave therefore studied Old and 
Middle English. Therefore there is a lot tbat has been writteo about Old 
and Middle English. Pcoplc who study literature are often not interested 
in the language and therefore they bave not studied, for example, the 
language of the 18th century. lf you write about Dr Johnson or 
something of this sort you are often not very interested in the 
background; and the medieva.lists who are often teaching the history of 
the language are often more interested in lhe medieval peri od and they 
eneourage their s1udents to do historical topics which are eoncemed 
with Old and Middle English, and so one does need to think about 
making people or eneouraging students to take topics in Early Modern 
or Jater Modem English and this, I think, has not becn done because 
people who study Modern English are often sociolinguists who are 
interested in the language synchronically as it were in the last twenty or 
thirty years. Wc are not very interested in 19th-century English or 18th
century English, so lherc is a big gap and certainly we hope thal the 
Cambridge History will eneourage people to fili lhat gap because there 
is a volume on early Modem English, and that will certainly eover the 
period up to aboul 1700. But the Modero English volume tends to be 
written by people who are perhaps more interested in rwentieth century 
English than in 19th or 18th century English. So l do noi think that we 
will necessarily give full coverage to those centuries as far as the history 
is concemed. 
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-What leve/ ofknowledge ofthe History ofthe English Language would 

you expect IO be good for a foreign s1udent? 
BLAKE: l would expect them to bave read one of the standard text 
books and 10 know that sort of information that is eontained in there. Jf 
they read Profcssor Femandez's book or onc of the books written by 
English or Amcrican scholars, like Barbara Strang, that is not necessarily 
going to help them lo speak English better but it will give them some 
indication about what lies behind English speech and the way in which 
people speak in England today. 
-What do you thìnk aboul Barbara Strang's History of English? 
BLAKE: I think it is actually a very dense book and it is a very difficult 
book for students to read and get something out of it. l do not think i t is 
actually a very good book for a university course. The students in our 
university do fmd it extremely difficult to read. 
-And whal about Professor Mitchell's Guide to Old English? 
BLAKE: I think it is a very good book. Il makes the subject much more 
alive for students and it gives them a wider range of information to dea! 
with and I find it is quite a good book to teach. 
- Do you lhink il may be difficult for foreign sludents? 
BLAKE: No. Why should it be more difficult for foreign students than 
for British students? lt is a very good book because it has texts and a 
glossary, so they do not need a dictionary. However not having a 
dictionary has a disadvantage because the glossary is obviously 
connected only to the texts that are being read, so they do noi see the 
word as it might be used in olher eoo1ex1s because they will then jusl 
usc this book. 
Now obviously (rom a teaching point of view thal is very good because 
the students have ali the information that they need immediately. But 
they are not encouraged to look beyond the book, to go to dictionaries 
or other sources to supplement what they get from the book. 
-But perhaps that is enoughjòr thenl 
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BLAKE: Oh, yes. I agree entirely. That is the book we use for our own 
students. 
- What book do yuu use for Midd/e English wìth your students? 
BLAKE: W e use a variety of different books. Wc use the early Middle 
English book by Bennett and Smithers and then we use separate editions 
for Chaucer, Piers Plowrnan., Sir Gawin, etc. So we make the students 
buy individuai editions of a variety of different texts. Our students 
complain that they bave to buy too many books and it may \veli be that 
we bave to come back to a book like Burrow's but we want to encowage 
the students t o read al! of Piers Plowrnan so we give them an edition of 
Piers Plowrnan; and we want them to read more Chaucer than is found 
in Burrow's book: .. 
-Are you in favour of using computers in research? 
BLAKE: W eU, I think there is no reason why you should not use the 
technology available. l mean., it is a bit likc saying you should not use 
printed books because they used to be manuscripts. There is no reason 
why you should not use printed books. l mean, computers is a different 
form of a printed book; in a way it gives you different sorts of 
information. We produced concordances, or used lo produce 
concordances by hand, now we can produce concordances by computer. 
Why no t exploit those sorts of possibilities wben they exist? 
- l remember Chomsky said "Computers are good jiJr linguistics; the 
problem is that linguists always ask computers the wrong question." Do 
you think that is true for historicallinguistiCJ· as well? 
BLAKE: W eli, l do not know, because I do not think they bave actually 
been used enough so far, but l think always one has to be careful using 
computers. They do not provide you with answers; they provide you 
with data and they will answcr the question you are asking. But they 
might not necessarily provide you wit.h the right answer because you 
might no t be asking the right questi o n. 
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electronic journal: Misceltmea. A Journal o.f T:nglish and American 
Studies. Revista de estudios inglese.~·. This is an annua( bilingual (but 
mostly English) journal of English and North American language and ' 
literature produced by the Departamcnto de Filologia lnglesa y Alemana 
of the Unversity of Zaragoza in Spain and currently edited by Maria 
Dolores Herrero Granado. The home page is at 
hnp-lff>•l unjzar esiMISCEI.ANEAfMJSCELAt'EA html. 

SLIN members will probably find something of intercst in each nurnber, 
for example Voi 15 (1994) not only contains the interview with Prof. 
Norman Blake, a long extract of which is publishcd in this NL, but also 
an articlc Pilar Garcés Conejos and Julia Fernandez Cuesta entitled "The 
Battle of Ma/don y St Edmund: una aproximaci6n pragroatica desde la 
teoria de la cortesia lingfiistica". Vol. 18 ( 1997) contains an article by 
Belén Méndez Naya "Subject Clauses in Old English: Do They Really 
Exist?" and Voi 19 ( 1998) has Elena Seoanc Posse on "The Passive as 
Style Marker in Early Modern English: Evidence from thc Helsinki 

Corpus". 

The web-site contains a summary of ali the articles and a lini< that 
allows downloading of a packed version of the whole article. The file 
just has to be unpackcd and 'Bob's your uncle'! 

(Ricbard Dury) 
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